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B.Com. 3rd Semester (Programme) Examination, 2019-20

COMMERCE

Course ID : 31210 Course Code : BCOMP-304SEC-1

Course Title: Financial Accounting-1

Time:  2 Hours Full Marks: 40

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.

øé¬Ì õ∂±ôL√¶ö ¸—‡…±&ø˘ √õ∂Àùüı˛ ¬Û”Ì«˜±ÀÚı˛ øÚÀ«˙fl¬/
¬Ûı˛œé¬±Ô«œÀı˛ ˚Ô±¸y¬ı øÚÀÊı˛ ˆ¬±¯∏±˚˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ øÀÓ¬ ˝Àı/

1. Answer any five questions: 2×5=10

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¬Û±“‰¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) What do you mean by Fictitious Assets?

’˘œfl¬ ¸•ÛøM ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(b) What do you mean by Cash Basis of Accounting?

Ú·øˆ¬øMfl¬ ø˝¸±ıı˛é¬Ì ¬ÛX¬øÓ¬ ı˘ÀÓ¬ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(c) What do you mean by Cash Book?

Ú·±Ú ıø˝ ı˘ÀÓ¬ Ó≈¬ø˜ fl¬œ Œı±ÀÁ¬±∑

(d) What is Journal?

Ê±Àı± fl¬œ∑

(e) What is Trade Discount?

ı…ı¸±ø˚˛fl¬ ı±A± fl¬œ∑

(f) What is Bank Reconciliation Statement?

ı…±ÀÇ¬ı˛ ø˝¸±ı ø˜˘fl¬ı˛ÀÌı˛ øııı˛Ìœ fl¬œ∑

(g) What is Trial Balance?

Œı˛›˚˛±ø˜˘ fl¬œ∑

(h) What is Provision?

ˆ¬øı¯∏…» ı…ı¶ö± fl¬œ∑
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2. Answer any four questions: 5×4=20

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ‰¬±ı˛øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) Mention four differences between Trial Balance and Balance Sheet.

Œı˛›˚˛±ø˜˘ › Î¬◊ZÓ«¬¬ÛÀSı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ‰¬±ı˛øÈ¬ ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ‡±›/

(b) Distinguish between Capital Expenditure and Revenue Expenditure.

˜”˘ÒÚ Ê±Ó¬œ˚˛ ı…˚˛ ¤ı— ˜≈Ú±Ù¬± Ê±Ó¬œ˚˛ ı…À˚˛ı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… Œ‡±›/

(c) What is Days of Grace? Are Days of Grace allowed on all Bills? 2+3

Œı˛˚˛±øÓ¬ øÚ fl¬œ∑ ¸fl¬˘ √õ∂fl¬±ı˛ UøG¬ı˛ Î¬◊¬Ûı˛˝◊ øfl¬ Œı˛˚˛±øÓ¬ øÚ √õ∂À˚±Ê…∑

(d) A of Kolkata sent goods costing ` 15,000 to B of Bombay on consignment basis. He paid

` 150 as freight. B paid ` 300 as entry tax ` 40 as dock dues, ` 30 as cartage to take

the goods to his godown. He also paid ` 150 as godown rent and ` 400 as salary to his

salesman. At the end of the year goods costing ` 3,000 remained with B. What should

be the value of stock lying with B?

˝◊—Àı˛øÊ √õ∂ùü ^©Üı…/

(e) Define Depreciation. What is the necessity of Charging Depreciation?

’ı‰¬À˚˛ı˛ ¸—:± Œ˘À‡±/ ’ı‰¬˚˛ Ò±˚« fl¬ı˛±ı˛ √õ∂À˚˛±ÊÚœ˚˛Ó¬± fl¬œ∑

(f) A draws a bill for ` 1,200 and B accepts the same against dues on account at three months.

On due date the bill was dishonoured due to B’s insolvency.  A final dividend of 50 paise

per rupee was received from B’s estate. Show Journal entries in the books of A.

˝◊—Àı˛øÊ √õ∂ùü ^©Üı…/

3. Answer any one question: 10×1=10

Œ˚ Œfl¬±ÀÚ± ¤fl¬øÈ¬ √õ∂Àùüı˛ Î¬◊Mı˛ ±› –

(a) A and B entered into a joint venture agreeing to share the profits and losses as to 3:1 ratio

and A would sent tea to B for sale at Delhi and B would sent sugar to A for sale in Kolkata.

A supplied goods of ` 1,200 and paid expenses ` 500. B also supplied goods worth

` 5,000 for which he incurred expenses of ` 200.

A sold goods at ` 9,000. Goods worth ` 500 remained in stock which was taken over by

him. B sold goods at ` 18,000 and the balance of goods was taken over by him at

` 1,000. Both of them charged commission @2% on sales. Show Memorandum Joint

Venture Account and Joint Venture Account in the books of A.

˝◊—Àı˛øÊ √õ∂ùü ^©Üı…/



(b) (i) Explain, in brief, the errors not disclosed by Trial Balance. 5

Œı˛›˚˛±ø˜˘ ˝ÀÓ¬ Òı˛± ˚±˚˛ Ú±, ¤ı˛+¬Û ≈̂¬˘&ø˘ ¸—Àé¬À¬Û ıÌ«Ú± fl¬Àı˛±/

(ii) Distinguish between Manufacturing Account and Trading Account. 5

Î¬◊»¬Û±Ú ı…À˚˛ı˛ ø˝¸±ı › ŒÈ¬™øÎ¬— ø˝¸±Àıı˛ ˜ÀÒ… ¬Û±Ô«fl¬… fl¬Àı˛±/
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